
ization put on their records that these men “liv
ing or dead” proved not worthy comrades of the 
Veterans of later wars?

Soldiers and Sailors who have fought on land 
or sea to help build up the British Empire are 
“Second to None.”

Their descendants, sons of worthy sires, have 
rallied in thousands around the flag of Freedom 
in the Great European War—The sons, proud of 
the spirit of their fathers that claimed no 
superority or yielded none, will stand together 
“Shoulder to shoulder" for the union which is 
strength, and commands respect. This is estab
lished and confirmed by a full and complete mem
bership with the A. & N. Veterans in Canada. 
April 16th, 1917, over sixteen hundred members 
answered the Roll Call.

This unity of the A. & N. V. is the source of 
infinite power, to soldiers and sailors of the 
British Empire in the death struggle against the 
enemies of Freedom now raging in all quarters 
of the globe.

The Returned Veterans, Soldier or Sailor can 
rely with unbounded confidence upon the Army 
and Navy Veterans Association to guard their 
rights and those of the men on active service in 
Canada or across the seas. Although not a char
itable Institution, monetary assistance is ready in 
cases of need. The aid so distributed belongs to 
the Veterans, and is not charity. The Veterans’ 
motto is “Shoulder to Shoulder.” For unity is 
strength.

Aims and Objects of the A. & N. V. Association
History records facts of severe hardships suf

fered by Veterans who served their best years in 
the wars of the Empire. Ready to do their duty 
and give their lives for the honour of the Flag, 
yet only too soon have their claims been over
looked and forgotten. Some who fought for 
King and Country were thrust aside. Men who
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